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This issue was supposed to be a spoof ....but we're just too damn sentimental
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12 MONTHS IN
REVIEW
By Frank Landry
News Editor
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A REFRESHING NEW
OFFER FROM NITS
Free 12-pack of a Coca-Cola product* with any one of these Calling Features.
*Subscribe to any one of these MTS Calling Features — Call Answer, Call Waiting, Visual Call
Waiting, or Call Display — and well give vou a voucher for a free 12-pack of 355 ml cans of your
favourite Coca-Cola product. Sign up for Calling Features at any MTS Phone Centre, Phone Corner,
Phone Depot, or MTS Authorized Agent. Or CALLMTS (225-5687) toll-free. You can even go on-line
at www.mts.mb.ca to sign up. But however you do it, do it soon. Offer ends March 31, 1998.
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wacome TO THe FUTURE

THE YEAR IN PICTURES ...7

PROUD PARTNER OF THE 1999 PAN AM GAMES

Crisis and Resource Centres do not subscribe to those services that display a caller's num ber and name_ Free Selective Display Blocking is automatically available to all NITS residential anti mo-tt
business customers on a per call basis. To block a call enter *67 on your TouchTone phone or 11n7 on a rotary dial phone before making a call. Calling Features may not be available in all areas.
This offer cannot be combined with any other promotional offer and is for new subscribers only.
Welcome To The Future is a trade mark of MTS NetCom Inc. TouchTone is a trade mark of Stentor Resource Centre Inc. RATS is a licensed user.
"Coca-Cola," "Classic," "Coca-Cola Classic," "Always," and the distinctive bottle are registered trademarks of Coca-Cola Ltd.

PURE ENTERTAINMENT.®. 5 &
AND LOTS OF SCANDALOUS STUFF

elcome to
the annual
change of
editors issue of the
Projector. That's right,
this is the last time
you'll have to read an
issue put together by
us. There'll be a slew of
eager new editors to
inform and entertain
you after this.
To mark this finale,
we decided to take a
look back at the news
of the last 12 months.
To anyone who thinks news doesn't happen at
the College, think again. From SA election controversies to the Coke take-over to the College
name change, we had a pretty interesting year.
And it all started last April...
April 14 1997
Students and staff left stranded: As the blizzard of 1997 ripped
through Winnipeg, a slew of unlucky students and a few security
guards were stranded ar RRCC for the weekend. On Sunday morning
security went into a cafeteria and made pancakes for everyone.
(
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that Iraqi people do not support
the actions of dictator Saddam
Hussein. The Free Press and
CKY 5 News later featured
Alrubaie.

April 28, 1997

Ox loot still AWOL: A former
manager of the Ox lost a $7,200
store deposit one night. The
money, which was never recovered, was both in cash and
cheques.
May 12, 1997

Flood of contradictions: With
Winnipeg in the middle of a
spring flood, RRCC was preparing for an evacuation. The
College's powers-that-be thought
there may be a sewer back-up, so
students with lockers on the mall
level were asked to clear their
lockers. At the same time, hundreds of cots were set up in the
South Gym to house flood evacuees affected by the Flood of the
Century. Wouldn't that have been
pleasant? Hundreds of homeless people living in a
gym with raw sewage
floating around them.
The College was never
evacuated, and no evacuees came.

A first for the nation: The new
Aboriginal Interpreter program is
up-and running. Students are
trained fluent Algonquian speaken in translating and interpreting
skills with a focus on the legal
and medical areas. The Free Press
later ran a similar story.

College's nation wide search for a
new president came to an end
when Jacquelin Thachuk took
office Sept. 2. She came to
Winnipeg from B.C. replacing
former president Tony Knowles
who went on to work at Great
West Life.. The Sun later ran a
similar story.

Sept. 16, 1997
Lineup from hell: Students were
complaining the annual lineup at
the Bookstore was too long. "It's
ridiculous," one student said.
Bookstore staff said they were
trying their best to cope with the
situation. It'll happen again.
C111 DJs return to RRCC: 92's
Tom and Joe did a live broadcast
from the mall level. Did anyone
care? I don't know.

New Prez takes office: The

any money. The College said in
was a case of miscommunication
between the province, the
College and students. The
College later advertised that
awards were available for RRCC
students directly effected by the
Flood of the Century.

Oct. 14, 1997
Coca-Cold War. Coke and Pepsi
entered into a bidding war for
exclusive rights to RRCC. The
winner would get a 10 year conTexas-size raffle 'immoral': There
were complaints that a raffle
sponsored by the College daycare, with a Texas mickey of
Canadian Club as

SA president Michael Crowley was slammed for questionable campaign tactics, including giving away free
beer.
Feds seal hole: The federal government made it that much harder for students with government
loans to declare bankruptcy. "It's
unfair. Banks have to realize students are graduating and not getting jobs," one student said.
Animal blood bank a first: The
Animal Blood Bank, run by
RRCC's Animal Health
Technology department was the
first of its kind in Canada The
story featured a picture of Kari
Puchala's dog, Patty with the caption, "Dogs like Patty are lining
up at the College's Animal Blood
Bank." Way to go Patty! The Sun
ran a similar story (minus Patty).
Students shun e-mail accounts:
Did you know you have an email accountant at the
College? Have you ever
used it? Me neither.

May 26, 1997
Students take another Now: For
the second year in a row, tuition
was slated to rise 15 per cent. The
reason? A $2 million drop in
funding from the Feds.

Sept. 2, 1997
RRCC bucks enrollment slump:
RRCC announced it was expecting nearly a full house of students
despite a province-with trend
towards decreasing enrollment at
post-secondary institutions.

Jan. 12, 1998
Bea bash security slammed: The
SA ran into a little bit of trouble
for the quality of security at the
Dec. 12 Christmas bash. There
was a fight in the parking lot, a
man was caught pissing near the
College day-care centre and ceiling tiles in Building A were vandalized after the event The SA
made changes to their security
policies after the College threatened to cancel beer bashes alltogether.

IWork on Lorimer Road was never completed

Vive 11-flood relief: StudentS
of Montreal's John Abbott
College began raising money
for RRCC students affected by
the flood.

Crowley puts election behind,
looks ahead: SA president
Michael Crowley said he's put
the past, including the controversial election, behind him. "I
would hope that next year the
elections will run smoothly," be
said. We'll see.

Coll

Frank Landry, News Editor
Phone: (204) 632-2479

It was a year...
Election scarred by controversy:
Weeks after elections had taken
place, Michael Crowley was
finally named president of the
Students' Association. The problem? SA by-laws require the
president to be a full time student. It took awhile to figure out
whether Crowley was a full time
student or not. Oh yeah, there
were also allegations that polling
both weren't properly minified
according to the by-laws.
Mmmmm... there were also rumblings that a discount Crowley
was given for beer tickets he gave
free to students after election
speeches was unfair. And that he
slandered his opponent during
the speeches...
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Lorimer repavement "unsatisfactory": The
College wasn't happy with the
job done repaving the road that
leads to the west parking lots.
The contractor said they would
re-do the job before the snow
came. Did they? Not yet. They
got as far as ripping the road up.
Sept. 30, 1997
Flood victims still waiting:
Students raised $1,600 in flood
support for RRCC students, but
only one student had received

Nov. 10, 1997
How much do they
Even make9. My favorite story,
Santa loves the but it made some instrucProjector tors visibly upset. It came
to our attention that
immoral. The raffle went on instructors and administrators
salaries over $50,000 are public
without a hitch. Cheers.
knowledge. We thought it would
Nursing program enters final be fun to print some of those. The
year: It's the last year for students second part of the stay dealt with
in the two year nursing program the SA refusing to make
at RRCC. The province said the Executive Director Dave Mayor's
program wasn't long enough. salary public knowledge. All we
know is that the old director Gord
Hope you guys had a good year.
Fardoe, made $32,500. When
Mayor was hired, there was a
Oct. 27, 1997
Coke chugs Pepsi, gets College $32,000 increase in SA administrative salaries. Cmon Dave! Tell
contract Coke is it. The mega
cola won exclusive rights to us how much you make. Please?
RRCC. Pepsi, R.I.P.

Spring time demolition: Building
A was slated for a May demolition - the first of three phases
needed to renovate it.
Dec. 1, 1997
RRC? College poised for name
change: It was announced Red
River Community College would
cease to exist. In its place we
would get Red River College.
Slick new name, eh? The Free
Press later ran a similar story.
University SS funneled to colleges: The annual Macleans survey on Canadian universities
came out, and guess what? The U
of M sucked once again. The university said part of the reason for
their dismal performance was a
decrease in financial support
from the provincial government.
Guess where some of that extra
money went? Welcome to RRC.
Postal strike has little effect on
College: Canada was in the middle of a postal strike, but the
College's tall foreheads said it
had little effect on RRCC. With
e-mail, faxes, etc., the postal service just wasn't as essential for

communication as it used to be.
Library decontaminated: Water
leakage in the library caused fungus and bacteria to call the
library's walls and ceiling home.
Workers spent a couple of weekends fixing the problem.

Dec. 15, 1997
Iraqi refugee finds home at
RRCC: Iraqi refugee Dhafir
Refugee was trying to educate
Canadians on the plight of his

Students breathing hazardous
dust?: We found out students in
Building were breathing in an
extraordinary amount of dust.
One instructor said he was concerned for the health of the people
in the building.
Name change to cost mega bucks:
The cost of changing RRCC's
name to Red River College could
cost tens of thousands of dollars
Everything from letter head, to
diplomas to outdoor signage will
have to eventually be replaced.
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to attend RRCC. That marks a 40
per cent increase since 1996. The
reason? Inflation. Hmmmm...

Checking foundation for student
centre: SA Executive Director
said crews are checking the foundation of Building C to see if the
proposed $6.5 million student
centre could be attached to the
building. The SA has been collecting a portion of student fees
for over a decade for the new
building. I'll believe there'll be a
student centre when I see it.

Road Rage: The College is offering a one clay course in how to
deal with road rage on April 25.
The course, according to
Continuing Education, will
"examine what road rage is and
how to deal with it effectively."
The Sun ran a similar story.

Jan. 26, 1998
'Other' cola shafted: RRCC and
the SA could be on the hook for
up to $23,000 for an existing contract with Pepsi. The two bodies
entered into an exclusive contract
with Coke before a previous deal
the SA had with Pepsi expired.
Pepsi now wants compensation.
SA president Michael Crowley at
one point said he thought they
were "let out of that contract." He
later corrected himself, saying the
SA and College were negotiating
a settlement with Pepsi. And
these guys run this place? .

Fire procedure slammed: A tense
moment for a disabled student
during a fire alarm drill called
into question RRCC's emergency
evacuation procedures. A student
who uses a wheelchair cornplained she was trapped in a elevator during the drill. "It was kind
of scary," she said. The College
said there are signs near elevators
telling people not to use them
during fire drills.
That's it The end. Happy trails to
you, until we meet again. Happy
trails...C-ya.

Concrete toboggans to compete
in Calgary: A group of Civil Tech
students went west to compete
against other students, mostly
from universities, who all built
concrete toboggans The object
was to see who built the fastest
concrete speedster. Our guys and
gals came in second. Kudos!

Feb. 23, 1998
Tuition soars: Guess what?
Tuition is rising for the third
straight year. Next year students
will pay an additional 10 per cent
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(above), Iraqi refugee Dhafir Alrubaie
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WE HOPE TO CROSS YOUR PATH RHIN
IN THE FUTURE
UNTIL THEN,
LIVE LONG FIND PROSPER.
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Diversions

4
Oh time
kill a s
come to an
end.
It's
time for a
4. aitio.
new regime
Scott Brown
Editor-in-chief to take the
helm.
But
Irate any changing of the guard,
there's always a time to look back
and reflect
Like it or not, this is that
time.... so bear with me.
It's been an experience, to say
the least.
From the opening days of the
year when the halls were filled
with new, bewildered faces to the
final days when this job seemed
more a hassle than a benefit
(sorry if the honesty hurts a bit).
It was interesting to deal with
the intricacies of student politics,

where individuals and personalities seem far more significant
than they should be.
At the same time, this year's
paper was very successful in
establishing communications
with different College departments. From Cliff Packer, director of auxiliary services, to Jim
Dreyer, College head of security,
News Editor Frank Landry did an
outstanding job building and nurturing profitable relationships.
Try writing a paper like this
one without the cooperation of
those wio make the news!
Some people still question the
definition of the relationship
between the Projector and the
SA. They don't think that arm'slength exists and the SA seems to
be a sat of censor on the paper's
juiciest stories.
Nothing could be further from
the truth.

The SA stayed out of our
affairs while we meddled in
theirs every day. Some had a bit
of difficulty with that co-existence at times, but for the most
part, they openly accepted whatever criticism was leveled at
them.
One aspect of RRCC's student
politics is still quite bothersome:
the Student Advisory Board and
its selection process.
Understand this – as I leave
this school's walls, this is not to
be deemed a cheap shot.
The SAB, as a structure, is in
drastic need of upheaval . The
current version of the board is
simply a victim of that construction.
How can an undemocratically
appointed board properly represent students when they are never
made to answer to that population?

In order to get on the SAB, an
individual simply needs 50 signatures on a nomination form and
the approval of the SA President.
Therefore, it is very easy for a
Prez to coax a few of his nicelypicked peers to run for the board.
I am in absolutely no way
implying that happened with the
current board, but the possibility
remains.
At the same time, recent problems with SAB members' lack of
attendance at meetings may also
be related to the fact they answer
to essentially no one.
Sure, Mr. Crowley can rant and
rave, but ultimately all he can do
is rally to have them removed.
But then who replaces them?
More appointed members.
So there you have it....MY final
rant.
I hope my truly unimportant
opinions were at least entertain-

ing.
Some found them unsettling,
while others ignored them,
sure.

In the end, this was my attempt
to leave some kind of mark on
RRCC. While that mark may
remain within the walls of a
future Projector office, at least
it's out there....somewhere.
Take care of each other out
there and thank you.

FOR BELOW:
TO PLACE YOUR VOTE
FOR TOP STORY,
PHONE
THE PROJECTOR fa
632-2479
OR
EMAIL US
PROJECTRKLPOST.RRCC.MB.CA

Projector's top ten stories
You pick your student newspaper's top story of 1997/98 -- we hope it ain't easy
"Coca-Cold War" - Frank Landry
October 14/97

'Iraqi refugee finds home at RRCC - Frank Landry

The Projector first revealed the details of the College's
attempts to secure an exclusivity contract with either
Coca-Cola Bottling Ltd. or Pepsi-Cola Canada
Beverages.

The Projector is the first media agency to profile
Dhafir Alrubaie, an Iraqi refugee attending Bio-Science
Technolgy classes here at RRCC. Alrubaie became a
media darling during rising tensions between the United
States and Iraq. He appeared on CKY-5 TV and in the
Winnipeg Free Press.

"Ghosts of Manitoba" - Jill Macyshon

"Beer bash security slammed." - Frank Landry

October 27/97

January 12/98
Rowdies at a Christmas beer bash got out of control as
police were called in to break up a post-bash fight, a man
was caught urinating near the College day-care centre,
and ceiling tiles were vandalized in Building A. SA had
alcohol-related events briefly suspended pending a
College investigation

"Cult coming..to Colltge." - Ross Romaniuk

"Other cola shafted'?" - Deborah Matejicka
January 26/98

Rev. Art Leichnitz warns RRCC of a group called the
Christian Advance, affiliated with the International
Churches of Christ. While stopping short of calling it a
cult, serious questions were being raised about its
recruiting techniques.
"How much do they maker - Deborah Matejicka

November 10/97
A two-pronged story that divulged the salaries of some
instructors, past and present, at the College for 1996/97.
As well, the spotlight was cast upon the mystery of SA
Executive Director Dave Mayor's salary and the controversy that surrounded his hiring.

"RRC7- College poised for a name change." -

Krista Folkers; December 1/97
News of a proposed change to RRCC's name came to
light soon after the College had completed a facelift
complete with new signs. The re-naming, done to make
the College image more modern, was later reported to
possibly cost excessive amounts of cash.

..Off-Campus
Happenings

The Colors of funny

Concerts

fictional political tale "destined to succeed"

Weeping The

By Craig Wright
Staff Writer

Mar. 30
Pyramid Cabaret

wi Kate Fenner & Chris
Brown
$5, $8 at the door
Swinging Bovines
Apr. 2
West End Cultural Centre
$12, $15 at the door
Tom Jones
Apr. 2
Centennial Conceit Hall
$46, $38, $32
Sass Jordan
Apr. 3
The Zoo
w/ Melancholy Angels
$17.55
The New Mettles
Aix 3
Pyramid Cabaret
w/ Uncle Donny

December 15/97

Jill Macyshon reveals some of Winnipeg's spookier
haunts and the legends surrounding them. Included in the
ominous list are Mother 'flicker's, the Dominion Theatre,
and the Hotel Fort Garry.

March 16/98

Movies

Hans Ongsansoy, Entertainment Editor
Phone: (204) 632-2479

outta your hair

One last time....then
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March 30, 1998

The Projector revealed SA President Michael Crowley
had been called onto the carpet by the SAB because he
failed to inform them and his SA executive about
attempts to buy-out the remaining six months on the SA's
Pepsi contract. Coke won the exclusivity contract and
moved in on Janury 1, long before Pepsi's deal was up.
"Tuition soars" - Jeff Eyamie

Mahone*
APE 11
Pyramid Cabaret
w/ McKeil
TBA
Alan Jackson
Apr. 29
Winnipeg Arena
w/ Deana Carter
$37.75+
Dave Matthews Band
May 8
Walker Theatre
IBA
Matchbox 20
May 11
Waker Theatre
TBA

Other Stuff
Everest
now playing
IMAX Theatre

" February 23/98
RRCC tuition was slated to rise by another 10 per cent
next September. That would mean fees have jumped 40
per cent in the last three years. Dean of Students Affairs
Fausto Yadao said the raise was essential, however, SA
Prez Crowley had serious doubts about its necessity.

"Concrete win in Calgary"- Darcy Morry

February 23/98

Eight first-year Civil Technolgy students recognized as
"Rookie of Year" at 24th annual Great Northern
Concrete Toboggan Race in Calgary. The Civil Techies
entered the Kamikaze in the contest and did well in team
speed, but had a problem cornering some enthusiasm.

The Blockbuster and the
1 Straight-to-Video. It all has
very little to do with how spectacular a movie is. What it's really about is the game. PR... the
promotions gambit. Will the public devour the trailer whole, or
spit it out leaving the studio with
red ink tattooed to their ledgers?
Primary Colors is one of those t
films virtually destined to succeed. Ten years ago, this movie .
would've had marketing associates scrambling for the public's
coin, handing media people free
passes hand-over-fist and sponsoring major "how'd you like a
vacation?"-preview trips to New
York and L.A. for every-journo
everywhere.
But thanks much to the current
press headlines ... it's Millertime. One can almost imagine the
folks at Universal in the
"Primary Department": feet on
desks, beers in hand, like-it-wasChristmas bareasses-on-photocopier and much in-office
shenaniganry that'll be forgotten
about in a couple weeks when
"new projects" hit the board. But
now, thanks to a properly-timed
release and the current
Republican- sponsored airing out
of "funky Democratic drawers",
the Primary Colors people can
relax.
While Primary Colors doesn't
lay down an ABC Movie of the
Week "based on a true story" disclaimer at its outset, it's only
because even the fiercest nonpolitical has a Mike Wallace-type
awareness of what's going on.
John Travolta plays Jack Stanton,
a southern state Governor/
unknown who takes on the task
of becoming the First Man in a

race he is a longshot to win. But
he's a genius politico: an on-thespot thespian who's all big
smiles,, reassuring words and

"hey buddy"- handshakery. The
kind of man whose charisma
could charm the knickers off
even the most stalwartly frigid
bitty.
Sadly, this is one of Stanton's
problems.
In fact, about five minutes into
the film it's clear Stanton's lack
of keep-it-in-the-pants morality
will be his downfall. That's
where his PR team of Henry
(Adrian Lester), Daisy (Maura
Tierney) and unashamedly rednecked political advisor Richard
(Billy Bob Thornton) come in.
That, coupled with an at-timesoverzealous campaign staff and
the investigative uber-skills of
the overtly-crass Libby Holden
(Kathy Bates), are what set the
campaign in motion for Jack,
who is the underdog in the "we
all know he's gonna win" sense.

Thus, affairs are exposed via
Hard Copy - the fact Jack was
arrested in the "60s at a war
protest reveals itself (sound
familiar y'all?), and a seventeen
year old babysitter finds herself
with child, which "may or may
not be" the result of Jack's
actions. In the end, what brings it
all together is the fact that Jack is
a good guy who just wants the
chance to "make that change."
While steeped in 16 tonneheavy melodrama at times,
Primary Colors does succeed as
a satire: when it's witty, it is genuinely belly-laugh inspiring. And
its acidic look at US politics and
its public relations drudgery is
spot on - the brand of comic relief
Americans are "proud to be a part
of," and Canadians are hell bent
to chuckle at.
That coupled with surprise singalongs, old-skool Dallas cast
member appearances and "can't
believe it's not reality" storytelling make Primary Colors

very watchable... political junkie
or nay.
The problem with Primary
Colors is its length. After about
90 minutes, when you're pretty
sure of the outcome, it keeps on...
only the funny bits are woefully
absent. What's left is too much
seriousness. Karate Kid-styled
allegorical wisdom without the
kitsch effect of Pat Morita. The
kind of ending that almost makes
you forget what an amusing ride
the Clinton— pardon me, Stanton
campaign was to watch.
Considering its timeliness and
ultra-post-modern kick though,
Primary Colors is indeed a worthy recipient of the current scandal-hungry public's dollars. A
late Christmas present for a battle
weary Universal PR staff, who
sooner-or-later (it's essentially
unavoidable) will have to brave
the arduous task of promoting yet
another Kevin Costner
"American Epic," with likely
impotent results.

Strong cast pushes Mask
By Heather Baril
Staff Writer
Man In The Iron Mask,
based on Alexandre Dumas' t

Cannes Advertising
Film Feettval
Mar. 24-Apr. 5
Winnipeg Art Gallery
$6.25, $5 for students

classic novel, not only has all
three, but manages to successfully combine action, adventure and o
suspense into a great movie.
Written and directed by
Randall Wallace (who also wrote o

La Eitoheme
Manitoba Opera
Apr. 25, 28, May 1
Centennial Concert Hall

Braveheart)The Man In The Iron
Mask is not an historical account
of events, but is instead a story

That's Life
Apr. 30-May 10
Winnipeg Jewish Theatre

John Travolta as presidential hopeful Jack Stanton (right) can't keep his hands off
anyone in Primary Colors, including co-star Adrian Lester.

built around the myths and legends which surround the
Musketeers, a story of action and
adventure.
King Louis XIV (Leonardo
DiCaprio) is the arrogant and
ruthless ruler of a poverty-stricken Francg,still served loyally by
d' Artagnan (Gabriel Byrne),

Leonardo DiCaprio and his well-kept beauty secret.
Captain of the Musketeers. The
other three Musketeers, Athos
(John Malkovich), Porthos
(Gerard Depardieu) and Aramis
(Jeremy Irons) have since retired
and are living peacefully.
This all changes wherkAthos'
son Raoul (Peter Sarsgaard) is
sent to to fight on the front lines

by the King, whose eye has fallen
on his beautiful fiance, Christine
(Judith Godreche). Raoul is
killed, and Athos swears revenge
upon the King.
Meanwhile Aramis, bothered
by thesuffering of the people of
France, has come up with a plan
to replace Louis, a plan which

hinges upon two factors: the
cooperation of his fellow
Musketeers, and the identity of a
mysterious prisoner who lives in
the Bastille, his face covered by
an iron mask.
What follows is an exciting
adventure, where loyalties are
tested, secrets are uncovered, and
truths are revealed.
A large part of the movie's success comes from the strength of
the cast DiCaprio gives a good
dual performance as both the
King and the prisoner, but the
real stars of the show are still the
Musketeers. Irons, Malkovich,
Depardieu and Byrne are all perfectly suited for their characters.
Depardieu is especially entertaining as the wine and women-loving Porthos, who provides muck
of the movie's comic relief.

Music

6
Semisonic
Feeling Strangely Fine
MCA/Universal
reviewed by Craig Wright

prom the opening bars of
1 'Feeling Strangely Fine, the
Big Rock/angst dripping/serious
music master plan Semisonic
have proposed for their second
CD seems crystal clear.
And with the opening two
tracks (Closing Time and the
mondo-anthemic Singing in My
Sleep) demonstrating little to
dispel any intentions by the
band to promote itself (unwittingly) as anything more than a
"Nouveau Matchbox 20" or
"Alt-Rock Counting Crows", it
appears hie it's going to be a
long, drawn out Gin Blossomsinspired ride.
Thankfully, by the third track,
Made to Last, any illusion of
rock-seriousness is fully dismissed, leaving Semisonic in an
(un?) intentionally neck and
neck race with Ben Folds Five
for the coveted "best comedy by
a group or duo" prize.

Semisonic play intelligent
pomp-rock; it's hilarious... not
in a done-before flying-cream
pie, slapstick-a-thon manner, but
in a delightfully sarcastic, ironyheavy, and punchline-beforejoke kind of style. Only once the
realization that any "WE MEAN
IT MAN!!"-sincerity is virtually
absent from Feeling Strangely
Fine, is it possible to fully get
the joke... laugh along with it
even.
The aforementioned Closing
Time, while firmly entrenched
in the Bob Mould/Husker Du
school of melody-driven rock,
features a more-glam-than-KISS
solo; a sidesplitting tribute to
the non-deliberate buffoonery of
rock'n'roll history.
DND is either a clever ode to
escapist tendencies of the roleplaying mainstay, or a childish
love song.
Whatever. It matters little
considering its pretension-free
vocal delivery, warm strings and
odd sound squelches peppered
throughout its headphonefriendly four minutes.
This Will Be My Year sounds
like it's being played by
Teenage Fanclub's younger and
decidedly more mischievous
cousin.
All in all, it's easy to visualize
the Semisonic tour van plastered
with comically literal bumper

stickers...high-camp slogans like
"Legalize Wanking!" and "I was
Born to Rock'n'roll..." Like an
extra-astute American version of
the Odds, only cooler.
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Big Wreck
...and getting bigger
By Nigel Moore
Staff Writer

aphone booth just
Fro:ide of Vancouver the
day before a gig in the mountains for Snow Job 98 on
MuehMusic, Big Wreck guitarist Brian Doherty reflects
on the healthy degree of success he and his bandmates
have begun to experience.
"We can eat!" he laughs.
And not just hotdogs and
Kraft dinner for a change.
Having a driving hit single
called The Oaf all over rock
radio can do that for you.
"We've been sweating, and
living with no food, and
sweating rent for years," he
says.
"Now it feels like - wow!
We're here, we're doing it,
we're making it. It's happening, and that's really exciting."
Long before they were
shooting videos and rocking
ski hills Doherty, Ian Thornley
(lead guitar and vocals),
David Henning (bass) and
Forrest Williams (drums)
formed Big Wreck in 1992
after meeting at the creatively
fertile Berklee College of
Music in Boston.
a
Doherty, a native NewYorker, says the band was
rushed to decide on a name. The
moniker Big Wreck actually
began as a joke.
"Like when you watch somebody trip ova something and
fall down or spill a beer," he
explains, "you laugh. Ha ha...big
wreck! It was funny for a couple
of weeks."
Currently touring in support
of their debut In Loving Memory
Of..., Big Wreck still live in the
van or the occasional hotel, says
Doherty.
Emphasis is now falling on

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
self-titled
EMI
reviewed by Nigel Moore

S

ome music is too cool for its
own good.
On their self-titled hip-shaking (make that hip-thrusting)
gem of a debut, Big Bad Voodoo
Daddy pull out all the stops and
explode with boogie woogie
bugle bounce.
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy are
way, way cooler than you.
They play '40s era swing jazz
with politically insensitive titles
like You & Me & the Bottle
Makes 3 Tonight (Baby).
Listening to these guys during
the day is out of the question.

The Projector staff would like to congratulate SA Pres.,
Micheal Crowley, on his recent engagement to super
(big ass) model, Kiki. (P.S. don't tell hiswife, she may
not know just yet)
"Yes, you too can
achieve ultimate
coolness, as
I've done, by drinking
these two fine colas at
the same time!"
(right)
"Man, why didn't
somebody tell me?
All these years...
all that Fresca."(101)

"Ooh, that
was stinkier than I
thought it
would
be."(left)

Doherty (left) says comparisons to other bands, like Soundgarden, off the mark.
the 2nd single, That Song, for
which Big Wreck just finished a
video, due on MuchMusic this
spring. (That &mg is about the
memories the right tune can
bring rushing back, says
Doherty.)
All success, no matter how
small, comes at a price.
For Big Wreck the price has
been endless comparisons in the
media to rock giants like Pink
Floyd, Led Zeppelin and especially Soundgarden.

Big Wreck are classic arena
rockers who don't play in arenas
yet.
"Wh0000's the draaagon at
my door?" growls Thornley in
The Oaf moments before soaring into the "My luck is wasted"
chorus now familiar to anyone
who listens to rock radio. Or any
rock music for that matter.
As far as rock songs go, The
Oaf is really cool, but it doesn't
break any new ground. Its guitar
intro has The Who written all

Sporting pinstriped suits and
fedora hats the eight men of Big
Bad Voodoo Daddy look and
sound absurdly out 61 place anywhere but smoky Hollywood
night clubs.
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy are
the masculine sound of Mambo
Swing, Cuban cigars, cigarettes
and red leather.
It's the sound of lots and lots
of expensive liquor. Gin and
tonics, single malt scotch, and
martinis. You can almost taste
the stuffed olives, baby.
In short, it's the sound the Rat
Pack made when offstage and
on the prowl. Frank Sinatra,
Dean Martin and Sammy Davis
Jr. listened to this music - and
you can't pull it off, Daddy-0.

Actor/writer Jon Favreau cast
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy as the
club band in his surprise hit
Swingers.

over IL
Doherty doesn't deny that Big
Wreck sounds a lot like older,
bigger bands that have come
before them. But he won't apologize for it either.
"People compare us to
Soundgarden, and we can understand it," he says.
"But people don't see that
we're not borrowing from
Soundgarden, we're borrowing
from the same music
Soundgarden borrowed from."

"You're
not kidding...
but I think
I like it."
(right)

Yeah?/ What's it gonna be?/ A
gin and tonic sounds mighty
mighty good to me."
The music makes it clear the
boys weren't acting like cool
lounge cats in Swingers.
They're the real thing.
But while they walk the walk,
and definitely back it up with
the requisite talk, their debut
will still be a little over the top
for some.
It's sort of like Wile E.
Coyote in those Roadrunner car-

toons.
Singer Scotty Morris and the
band left their neo-swing mark
in Swingers with the slick call
and response lines: "Hey Scotty/

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy are so
determined to capture an audience they overshoot their mark
by a mile, Acme brand rocket
thrusters running at full throttle,
and crash into the canyon wall.

"What the IV% are you staring at
with that camera!?!"

"Who wrote these corny captions anyway?
Can you say 'painful'?"
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